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(Millstream Courtyard, University of Limerick: Study from Video)
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Self-Organized Landscape #26 — 2010
(Construction & Context: Study from Video)
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Self-Organized Landscape #12 — 2009
(View from Overpass: Study from Video)
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(Details)



Self-Organized  Landscapes are  site-speciic  print  collages  composed  of
thousands of close-up photos that are taken using cameras that pan and
tilt  to  examine  the  visual  context  surrounding  a  particular  site.  These
landscapes  present  a  fractured and  multifaceted alien  perspective of  a
particular place in space and time. While they are computer generated,
they involve the combination of such a large number of individual images
that  their  complexity  and  detail  cannot  be  adequately represented  on
digital displays. At the macro scale, the collages appear organic and lack
hard  edges  and  traditional  compositional  conventions.  Upon  closer
inspection,  one may notice that the colour ields that deine the macro
structure are composed of small components arranged in a grid. Each of
these components is  an individual  close-up photograph of  the depicted
location,  captured from the same point,  difering only  in orientation.  In
order to emphasize the content of the images over their lattice structure,
each  is  framed  with  a  soft  mask  that  allows  it  to  blend  in  with  its
neighbouring images.

Artist Statement

If  we consider artistic practice as a continuum between exploration and
expression, my work emphatically emphasizes the former.  I  think of  my
work as a systematic deconstruction of the very notion of expression and
therefore  also  meaning,  representation,  objectivity,  subjectivity,
interpretation  and  even  autonomy.  I’m  more  interested  in  eliciting
questions of my viewer than communicating statements. This results in an
emphasis on articulating what a particular artwork does technically and a
lack of prescription regarding how an artwork is intended to function in the
world and what it is intended to mean. The concept as realized in software
is  the  primary  site  of  my  practise,  and  the  images  produced  are
articulations, documentation, visualization, etc. but not the singular sites of
evaluation. The conlation of concept and software realization collapses the
conceptual  and  technical  aspects  of  production,  and  thus  equally
emphasizes concept and technique. The media is literally the message. An
artwork is not a delivery mechanism for an idea, but a demonstration of it.

I see art production as a methodology for making propositions and begging
questions concerning how we see,  represent,  and understand the world
and ourselves. These propositions and questions are manifest in cultural
objects  (artworks)  that  are  produced  at  the  intersection  of  cultural,
technical,  and scientiic  knowledge.  This  exploitation  of  knowledge is  a
central theme of my practice because it provides a grounding of concepts
in the known while simultaneously ofering a site for the critical relection
on that knowledge.

Since 2006 I have focused my work on a series of Context Machines, a set
of site-speciic generative and computational artworks that use cameras to
collect  images  of  their  environment  to  be  used  as  material  in  their
processes  of  image-making.  These  processes  exploit  machine  learning
algorithms that attempt to ind the structure of the world and relect it in
their visual representations of the environment. A spin-of of the Context
Machines are the Self-Organized Landscapes. This is a series of large scale

print collages composed of thousands to tens of thousands of individual
images that are collected at a particular site and arranged according to
their visual similarity, as determined by a machine learning algorithm.

The focus of my practise and graduate research since 2009 is a series of
Dreaming  Machines.  The  most  recent  incarnations  include  Dreaming
Machine  #3 and  Watching  and  Dreaming.  These  works  are  explicit
manifestations  of  the  Integrative  Theory that  uniies  neurobiological
theories of visual mentation, including perception, mental imagery, mind
wandering and dreaming.
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